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In this issue of the Newsletter we review the recent Catastrophic Event
that impacted Sydney and surrounds in April this year.
As most readers of this Newsletter are well
aware, there was a major storm event that
occurred towards the end of April affecting
the east coast of NSW, from the Hunter region
to the Illawarra. In fact there were two severe
weather events only a few days apart which
left the whole region in a state of chaos, as
Insurers, Adjusters and Recovery companies
across NSW worked feverishly to cope with
the influx of claims. ADR were engaged to
provide Recovery and Restoration services
to an extremely large number of claims
across the Sydney basin. The week following
the announcement by the Insurance
industry of a Catastrophic Event status,
saw ADR’s workload increase by 1000%.
An increase like this puts any organisation
under an enormous amount of pressure,
but thankfully ADR has systems in place to
cope with the extra workload during these
severe weather events, and was therefore
able to increase personnel and resources
quickly to accommodate the hundreds of

claims pouring in. During the recovery of
this event, ADR responded to claims at
various schools, churches, offices, factories,
warehouses, domestic apartments and
houses. The wide variety of claim types and
locations, generates an even broader range
of contents for inspection and Restoration.
ADR’s Operators manifested, inspected and
Restored a myriad of different items, such
as laptop and desktop computers, sound
systems, soft and hard furniture, electrical
equipment and appliances, clothing, books
large volumes of documents etc. During the
subsequent weeks following the event, new
claims began to be lodged which involved
the visible presence of mould. In most cases
the Insured was not aware that the ingress
which occurred during the storms needed to
be dried mechanically in order to prevent
mould. Fortunately ADR has experienced
staff, trained in the appropriate treatment
of mould, who efficiently Remediated and
Restored property and contents.

Once again, ADR is the Platinum
Sponsor for this years Claims
Convention. Please visit us on
booth 14, where our friendly
staff will be ready and waiting
to discuss our wide range
g of
professional
nal services.
We will also have
erapeutic
our therapeutic
massage chair
ready too
help youu
relax inn
between
sessions.

“Yes that’s right
Stephanie, you will be
able to enjoy a relaxing
massage in our special
chair during CC15.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE

a: 4/8 Resolution Drive, Caringbah NSW 2229 • e: adr@ausdr.com.au • t: 1300 853 920 • f: 1300 854 920 • w: www.ausdr.com.au
Send your feedback or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au or join the conversation on our social media pages.
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